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Background
AOA has been derived for both plane and spherical waves propagating through atmospheric turbulence [ 13. More recently, Churnside and Lataitis [2] have derived the AOA of a focused beam in the geometrical optics limit and have shown that their result reduces to those obtained for plane and spherical waves in the limits of infinite and zero focal lengths, respectively. They also show that the AOA approaches infinity in a
The angles of arrival (AOA) of plane waves, spherical waves, and focused beams in the geometrical ' predictable way as range approaches the focal length of the focusing optic. Now normalize this expression to the plane-wave variance at range L -for a beam size 2w0, which is:
and get
It is not difficult to show that this expression reduces to the plane-wave and spherical wave cases, respectively, for f + c13 and f -+ 0. For the plane-wave case, u,'/o--= 1 so that a : = 2.92C: ( L -l?)(2~,)-"~ . For the spherical wave case, we go back to Equation (7) and allow f to approach zero and also note that l? approaches zero since l? and fare almost equal. Making these substitutions, we arrive at the result 0; = 2.92(3 / 8)Ci [2w-1/3 (L)] , which is the AOA variance for spherical waves. 
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?,,f / mi = f / z,, , and the results are shown in Figure 2 . Note that for small values of this parameter, corresponding to short wavelengths and focal lengths and large WO, the angle of arrival variance is large near the beam waist, while for large values the variance is small. There is an anomaly for largefzO in that the variance peaks at ranges shorter than the beam waist range. We attribute this phenomenon to the fact that the beam waist is large, and the wavelength and focal length are also large, so that range effects dominate relative to beam waist size. We are attempting to quanti@ this dependence to explain this result more hlly.
We have integrated Equation (8) Conclusions parameterflzo as a variable. We show that for shorter wavelengths and focal lengths and larger sizes of the focusing optic, corresponding to a smaller beam waist at close range, the AOA variance is larger. Our results reduce to those obtained by other workers for plane and spherical waves in the limit as the focal length approaches infinity or zero, respectively. We note the presence of an anomaly in these results in that the peak of the variance does not occur at the beam waist for large values off/zo corresponding to long wavelengths and focal lengths and small optic sizes. We attribute this anomaly to the dominance of range effects for this case.
We have calculated the angle of arrival variance as a function of distance to beam waist with the
